CONVERSIONS

PRODUCT OVERVIEW

Proactively unearth
revenue-impacting
digital experiences.
Identify precisely when, where, and why
users are dropping out of key workflows.

Customer struggle is costing you
revenue, but it doesn’t have to.
Easily identify and prioritize digital experience issues that are
causing your customers to drop out of valuable workflows with
FullStory’s Conversions.


Identify areas for optimization.
There are myriad factors that can harm your conversions—from slow pages and script
errors to frustrating workflows and device-specific bugs. FullStory intelligently
compares user cohorts to identify which friction points correlate with funnel dropout,
making it simple to see how dramatically each pothole impacts your business goals.
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Customize your funnels
Get insights automatically.
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Out of the box, FullStory will show you how frustration heuristics and performance

FullStory can handle all of your conversion flows—and it’s fully customizable to match

issues are impacting your conversions. Or, for even more powerful insights, select the

what’s most important to your business.

Custom Events, Watched Elements, or other criteria you’ve already configured and
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FullStory will automatically generate your conversion analysis.
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